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Creating an environment 
designed to work for you.
The way we work, meet and study has changed. 
Tranquillity is hard to find in open spaces but our 
Oasis range offers a haven of calm. 

The Oasis Collection is split into three categories – 
Oasis Linear, Oasis Soft and Oasis Architecture 
and includes pods, booths, hubs and seating.

It has been designed to compliment your space, 
and add value to your environment.

Oasis Linear

Oasis Linear is designed with straight, bold edges 
and crafted with acoustically absorbent fabric 
interior panels. With hydraulically closing doors 
that quietly seal behind you, the range provides 
the ultimate in concentration and acoustic 
comfort. External options in veneer, laminate 
and bespoke graphics enable your space to be 
personalized to reflect your environment. From 
individual 1-person pods to larger multi-user team 
pods and booths, the Oasis Linear range meets 
all requirements and all are available with media 
and technology integration.

Oasis Soft

Oasis Soft is an upholstered product range 
designed to give a softer, homely feel which 
provides smart, flexible and adaptable spaces 
for your every need. The range has been 
created with soft lines and curves and crafted 
with acoustically absorbent panels. It is an 
ideal environment – versatile for individual and 
collaborative work as well as informal or formal 
meetings. Pods, booths and hubs all provide 
flexible, comfortable and private environments  
in which to work or study individually or as 
a group. All are available with media and 
technology integration.

Oasis Architecture

Oasis Architecture is a system that links Soft 
booths and pods into a clever combined 
environment. Utilising Canopy, Bridge and Orbit 
a multi-functional space can be created for your 
space. Canopy is a louvre cantilever ceiling which 
suspends from the side or rear of a pod or booth. 
Bridge is an acoustic louvre ceiling that links two 
structures creating a third usable space. Orbit 
creates space wherever you want, as it can ‘orbit’ 
a full 360-degrees around a pod or booth.

About  
Oasis
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Our Oasis Collection is manufactured in 
our Haverhill production site using state of 
the art machinery, and good old-fashioned 
craftsmanship and expertise. We complete 
every part of the manufacturing process: from 
the raw material selection, to processing and 
through to finishing. Nothing is subcontracted, 
and everything is under our control. This means 
we can be sure that the quality of our products 
meets our exacting standards, both structurally 
and aesthetically.

We strive to ensure our materials and processes 
are kind to the environment and sustainable for 
the future. Our green credentials play a huge 
part in reducing our carbon footprint. We do our 
bit by recycling our waste steel to burning our 
waste wood to heat our certified carbon neutral 
biomass boiler.

Manufactured  
in the UK
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Fit your
Space

• An experienced consultant will visit you to 
discuss your requirements first-hand. They will 
also conduct a site survey of the area involved.

• Our consultant will liaise with our team of 
dedicated designers, to ensure that your brief 
is translated accurately.

• Our consultant will present our concept 
for your approval, and take on board any 
amendments, suggestions or tweaks.

• Our designers can produce 3D photo-real 
imagery of your concept, to help you visualise 
the finished product. We can also provide 
sample swatches if required.

• Our team of skilled engineers will transform 
your concept into reality. They use the latest 
technology, alongside traditional skills, to make 
sure the highest levels of craftsmanship 
are maintained.

• Finally, our experienced installation teams will 
install your finished product, ensuring that the 
whole process is as seamless as it can  
possibly be.

Our talented team of experienced designers will transform your vision into a design that ticks all 
the boxes both practically and aesthetically.

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, or have awkward spaces to fill, our free bespoke design 
service is your solution. It makes planning and installing your ideal solution simple and stress-free.
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Public 
Libraries
As libraries develop to meet the needs of the 
community and the environments they provide 
for people evolve, we understand how precious 
public space is.

The Oasis Collection provides many solutions for 
a forward thinking, sustainable public library, with 
well-being and innovation in mind. 

Featured here for example is our Oasis Soft Team 
Pod. It has elements that create a more peaceful, 
comfortable and private experience especially if 
the library is busy with the hub-bub of daily life.

Also featured here is our Oasis Soft Team Hub.  
The Hub range comprises of low-level open 
seating spaces available as individual units or 
clusters, providing multiple occupancy areas in 
minimal space.
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Our Oasis Soft Social Booth shown here is a 
versatile, open-fronted booth available in three 
distinctive shaped ceiling options; straight, 
radius or pitch. 

This semi-private space is ideal for reading, 
study or meeting. Pendant or LED ceiling lighting 
plus free standing or fixed table comes as 
standard. All upholstery can be personalized to 
suit your setting and budget and optional power 
supply is also available. Abergavenny Community Hub

Public Libraries
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Oasis Soft Hub Clusters - can be 
configured as you require.  
Ideal for individual study spaces.

Oasis Soft Team Pod – for a peaceful, 
quiet and private environment to  
work or meet.

We provide detailed  
3D design layouts
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Calderdale Royal Infirmary
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Health 
Libraries
Any successful health library needs to provide 
a varied environment which includes relaxed 
study furniture, group study areas, formal study 
desks and quiet, private space to support NHS 
healthcare staff and students alike.

The Oasis Collection provides multiple options  
in meeting these library requirements. 
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Health Libraries

Oasis Linear Duo Pod – Fully enclosed 
with a full ceiling and a glazed rear wall, 
incorporating acoustically absorbent 
materials, LED ceiling lights, air circulation 
and passive infra-red sensor, these pods 
stay light and fresh when in use. Oasis Soft Duo Hub
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Oasis Soft Team Pod  
with sliding glass door.
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Education
Collaborative and individual work and study, 
without distractions, is demanded by the modern-
day learning environment.

A room for your every need, the Oasis Linear 
Team Booth is completely versatile. It provides the 
perfect space for small group work, presentations, 
video conferencing or an informal breakout area.

The booth can even a welcoming space for 
personal reflection such as meditation or yoga.

With space for four or more people, the open 
fronted booth is enclosed with a full ceiling for 
privacy and the option to include glazed panels, 
fitted workspaces, low back sofas or even coat 
hooks for that homely feel.
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Writtle University College
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Education

Oasis Soft Team & Duo Pods with soft 
breakout seating and study desks. Ruth Gorse Academy
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Team Pod

Oasis Linear

Meeting PodStudio Pod

Team Booth Phone Booth
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Team Booth

Media Hub

Oasis Soft

Solo Hub Hub & Clusters

Freestyle BoothSocial Booth

Team Pod
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Orbit with Soft Team Booth
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Oasis Architecture enables you to make use of 
unused space between and around your existing 
or new Oasis Soft pods and booths. Stylish 
bridges link two freestanding pods or booths 
together to create a unique area where people 
can study, work and meet.

Bridge is a louvre ceiling, cleverly linking two 
structures, by creating a third usable space. 

Having the acoustic ceiling with the two fabric 
external sides, this space is not only comfortable 
and inviting but acoustically cosseted.

Canopy is a louvre cantilever ceiling which 
suspends from the side or rear of the pod or 
booth. Utilising the outside space by creating an 
open environment for additional seating. 
(shown right).

Orbit creates space wherever you want, as it can ‘orbit’ a full 
360-degree around the pod or booth. Similar to the canopy, 
the Orbit utilises outside space, and as it is mobile, areas can 
be created AS they are needed, WHERE they are needed.



Oasis Architecture Canopy 
with Oasis Soft Booth
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